From a Jungle to a Winter Wonderland
A year has passed since we visited the legendary jungle
civilization that Indiana Mausie found on his quest for
the perfect cheese. We found bouncy castles, colourful
fishies (which the natives told us repeatedly we were
not to touch), a magical eatery called MAX, and we even
witnessed an exotic multi-species parade! It was quite
something.
But did Mausie find the perfect cheese? Well, yes and
no. While he found the natives’ secret cheese recipe,
some of the ingredients proved to be quite curious and
elusive. Such as julmust, glögg, and Sagan om Karl-Bertil
Jonssons julafton. To find them, he needed to head further
north! And that’s why we are now here, having a Winter
Howliday.
While Mausie is busy hunting down the ingredients, we
should try to enjoy ourselves! If you like to be social,
there are multiple meet and greet events! There’s the
arcade, full of blinking lights and yuletide cheer. You can
meet our Guest of Honour, Kéké, or our Northern Light,
Oakspirit. If you feel the spirit of generosity tug at your
tail, why not donate some money to Djurambulansen?
Colourful fishies (which we are not allowed to touch)!
Oh, annnd… nmnbm …. mmmmmj###&hhhhhffffffffffff

Chairman

+

Problem: Overset text 9001 characters

Trax
Conbook guy note: The joke is borrowed from The Oatmeal’s (theoatmeal.com) The Bobcats series of webcomics. He makes
some really funny stuff and you should check his stuff on his website or Instagram (instagram.com/theoatmeal).
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Guest of
Honour

Northern Light
NordicFuzzCon is delighted to introduce
Eirik “Oakspirit” Eikeland (known simply as
Oaks), who will be our Northern Light for
2019. A highly talented Norwegian artist,
Oaks draws inspiration from the deep well
of life, especially from wildlife and the
natural world, with particular reference
to Nordic themes and culture. His black &
white sketches are well-known within the
Scandinavian furry fandom.

Have a tot of your favourite mulled tipple,
and raise your glass to our Guest of
Honour: We have great pleasure in inviting
the esteemed Kévin Gemin, alias Kéké
Flipnote - Kéké for short - to join us at
NordicFuzzCon 2019!
From his unique animation
style, this up-and-coming
animator has grown a wide
following. Whilst it is plain to
see that his inspiration comes
from his self-proclaimed love
of the old 1930s cartoons, he has left
his own mark on the genre. His works
are a fantastic blend of old-school
wackiness with a modern vitality. He has
a cheeky sense of humour which is sure to delight; such
as his animation of animals dancing to Beyoncé’s Single
Ladies – in his version called Put a Wing on It – or his funny
animation of the classic French CanCan.

What is a Northern Light?

Kéké’s love affair with the pixel began with pigeons. From
his observations of one wandering about the same spot
for 10 minutes, he was drawn to the style of movement,
the bobbing of the head, which made him yearn to
capture it. Pigeons became somewhat of a signature dish
from that point. His YouTube channel is peppered with
them, including a memorable homage to Steven Universe –
appropriately enough titled Steven Pigeon Universe.
Other sources of inspiration include a fellow artist on
Tumblr, Paul Robertson - and he admits to having been a
long-time fan of Cartoon Network’s Dexter’s Laboratory
and its creator Genndy Tartakovsky. Fittingly, his own
skill and internet presence has attracted the attention
of Cartoon Network, who has expressed interest in his
work. Like his pigeons, what goes around comes around!

In 2009, he taught himself animation basics from scratch
on the Nintendo DSi Flipnote Studio app, which he fell
in love with early on and still uses to this day, to great
effect. Encouraged by his teacher, he
then progressed to the Émile Cohl
School of Art in Lyon, France.
At school, he was able to
expand his range and to
really push himself. It was
there that he started his
Tumblr blog and made a
wider name for himself
online.

We are thrilled to have him with us and anticipate his
contributions with relish. Be sure to stay tuned for more
news and we hope that both he - and you - will make this
a truly carousing Howliday.
With a gift like Kéké, we are sure yule enjoy winter with
us!

The Nordic countries are so full of talent. Here at
NordicFuzzCon, we feel that many local artists, crafters,
writers, musicians, performers and others of the
creative persuasion are not getting the recognition they
deserve. We hope to boost the best of our home-grown
talents and showcase some of the brightest lights in the
Scandinavian skies. We have christened these special
guests “Northern Lights”, and each year, a select one of
these will be exhibiting portions of their work at NFC
and hosting panels sharing their talents with you. This
way, they will add not only their abilities but also a local
Scandinavian flavour to the convention.

He is as proficient in art software, such as Photoshop, as
he is in physical arts and crafts. Both the furry fandom
and private companies have requested his services since
he started working freelance in 2016 – and this has long
since become his full-time job.

Who is Oaks?
He became inspired to take drawing seriously after
discovering fantasy and wildlife themed art galleries
online in 2003, and soon became familiar with the furry
fandom and its art through that. His parents were very
supportive of his ambitions and purchased his very
first drawing tablet. Since then he has continued to
proactively work to hone his skills, including two years of
illustration studies at Høyskolen Kristiania in Oslo.

His real passion is painting, but on the side he has had a
variety of gigs; from medicinal illustration to storyboards
for advertising companies. His dream job would be to
illustrate for a science/nature magazine, or maybe a
graphic novel. We are quite simply excited to have him on
board, so that we can host our own showcase of his work
at NFC.
NFC is his first furry convention, and he is very excited
about it, so make sure to give him your warmest welcome
– he cannot wait to meet fans and fellow artists alike. Do
make sure to drop by his panels and say hello.

Oaks’ repertoire is not limited to the digital realm.
Around 2014 he fell in love with traditional art, and by
2016 he was making paintings and graphite drawings.

Find More of Kéké’s Work

Meet Kéké at These Events

Find More of Oaks’ Work

Meet Oaks at These Events

Twitter: @Kekeflipnote
DeviantArt: kokorokeke
Youtube: kekeflipnote
k-eke.tumblr.com

Meet our Guests; Wednesday, 17:30 - 18:30; Ballroom
Freelance or Studio Artist?; Friday, 17:00 - 18:30; Papa
How to Animate Kéké Style; Saturday, 19:00 - 20:00; Golf

Twitter: @oaksketches
FurAffinity: oakspirit
ArtStation: oaksketches

Meet our Guests; Wednesday, 17:30 - 18:30; Ballroom
Graphite Techniques by Oakspirit; Thursday, 12:30 - 14:00; Foxtrot
How to Use Acrylic Inks in Painting; Saturday, 16:00 - 17:30; Foxtrot
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NordicFuzzCon is proud to support our charity for 2019:
Svenska Djurambulansen (the Swedish animal ambulance).
It is a non-profit association which transports hurt and
sick animals like dogs, cats, small mammals, birds and
other wild animals.

Giving Critters
the Ride of
Their Life

Svenska Djurambulansen
was founded in 2008 by
William Wright. After
finding a cat that had been
hit by a car, he was shocked
to find no official services
that could transport and
help it. He saw the need for
such a service, and started
one himself!

You don’t have to be Santa to help our charity.
Here are some ways you can help:

When someone finds an animal in need, or if an owner
cannot transport their sick pet, they can simply call
Svenska Djurambulansen. A message will be sent to an
available ambulance, triggering an emergency response.
The ambulance workers are trained to stabilise the
animal on-site, so it can be safely transported. The
animal is then transported to the closest veterinarian or
wildlife rehabilitation centre, depending on the situation.
Only when an animal has been transported safely, and
has been placed in the care of a vet or similar, can the
ambulance leave to take on their next mission.

•
•
•
•

•
•

Buy lottery tickets at the lottery booth.
Donate an item that can be used as a lottery
prize, or be auctioned off.
Bid on charity items in the art show.
Donate to the fursuiters with NFC donation
bags, (or borrow one yourself at the lottery
booth, and go collecting!)
Attend and donate at the charity concert.
Buy tickets for the paid charity events. They
are really something special! Tickets are
limited, so buy them fast.

You can also help or find out more about our
charity at these events:
•
•

Every year, they receive over 11.000 phone calls and
respond to more than 3000 emergencies! With 140
volunteers and three employees divided between two
stations, they are providing a vital service, helping sick
animals and distraught owners every day.

“Animals cannot call
for help themselves, so
it is up to you and me
to be their voice!”

The costs of running this important operation is around 3
million SEK a year, it’s used to cover:
• Service and fuel for their cars
• Training volunteers
• Clothes for the ambulance workers
• Medical equipment
• Administrative costs
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Despite receiving no state funding, every emergency
response that they perform is free thanks to donations
from private individuals. They rely entirely on one-time
donations as well as monthly or yearly subscribers to be
able to help the suffering animals.

•

•

Svenska Djurambulansen currently only operates in the
Västra Götaland and Stockholm counties, but their goal
is to become available in the whole of Sweden. To reach
that goal they will need more support, so they can help
out animals in need everywhere. This is where you come
in!

•
•
•

Together, we can help them help the animals. You can
make a real difference.
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Meet the Charity
Thursday; 15:00 - 15:45; Ballroom
Lottery Booth
Wednesday; 16:00 - 20:00; Lobby
Thursday; 11:00 - 17:00; Lobby
Friday; 11:00 - 17:00; Lobby
Saturday; 11:00 - 17:00; Lobby
Sunday; 11:00 - 15:00; Lobby
Art Show
Thursday; 15:00 - 17:00; Bravo
Friday; 10:00 - 13:00, 14:00 - 16:00; Bravo
Charity Concert
Friday; 18:00 - 19:30; Ballroom
Gingerbread à la Charity
Saturday; 12:00 - 13:30; Ballroom
Lottery Draw
Sunday; 11:00 - 12:00; Ballroom
Doodles for Charity
Sunday; 16:00 - 19:00; Event Hall Lobby

Thank You For Your Support!
Super Sponsors
Ace
Akasora
alt
Amy Ninetails
Antares
Antsu
Apcarnist
Arakin
Araku
Arvar
Ashnu
Atkelar
Baku
Betsy Drake
Birdy
Biscit
Blackred Paws
BlooRoo
Capeh
Catchy
Chaga
Charis
Cina
Clover
Cosmo
Crillex
DASPRiD
Dawnshepherd
Deiku Panda
Delu
DerpFox
Duriel the
Stormdragon
Edernis
Emphy
Entei-rah
Erik McFishFace
Ethan Staghorn
Evi SnowMew
ExileFox
Faelan
Fendrax
FinOtr
First Wolf
Fluffy
UltraFoxPacito
Foxy Dragon

Frostclaw
Furgy Louver
furtech
FusionBean/Citrine
Garma Cyro
Gasaraki
Gaurian
GerMANshep
Grishnark
Growl
H3nkK4
hHp
Husky the Wolf
Inarys
Jacy
Jenky
JesRedTail
Joel Fox
Joon
Kage No Ryuu
Kalaallit Amaroq
Kamuniak
Kay
Kazie
Kimura
Kinto Openbook
Kisa
Koda
LeaChim
Leophan
Liam
Loke
Longe gone Daddy
bear
Lumex
MafunDi
Malanir
Mankan The cat
Mazrogal
Mikuro
MitzoTheHusky
Mog
Mouseclick
mumma
muzaffer
Nalf
Nanonium
Nekpek

Nex
Nimalen
North
Nyarlathotep
Okami
Otorium
Papa Patch I
PezBear
Pinky
Portteri
Pur3Bolt
Q-dk
Rabby
Radjin
Raedwulf
Rakeesh
Raptorjesus42
Rattie
Rave
Remix
Rena die Fähe
Ripster Cuddle
SamiFur
Séamus ÓTuathail
Shadox
Shaka Snow
Sigge
Sin’Reol
Sjovn
Skyken
Steel
Swedebrony
Tenshiiy
The New Guy
Tigerfang
Tigerlilly
Timmy Fox
Tinka
Tinker
Tora Lily
Totoscarf
Tuxedokitty
Tyr Ulfrhundr
Uillían
Viju
Vit
Vronkan
VVolfsong
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Wimbaloo
Winter Moon
Wolftale
Xzeria
Yotie Coyote
Zaliphyr
Zamarn
Zansa
Zennon
Zyphor

Sponsors
Adamios
Aidan
Akiba (AUT)
Akiba (NOR)
Alex
Alfadog
AlfieTheWolf
Alue Chin
Amaroq The Dragon
Ambre
Ameroth
AmurUssuri
Andi Raccoon
Anuko
Aoroo
aphinion
AQTUS
Arrack the green
wolf
Áslat
Axel
Azide Fox
bagheera
Ben Grey
Bentley Racune
BinaryPaws
Blackymoon
BlåKatt
Boomer
Burger
Butch
Byte
Cab
Cap
CheesyJuusto
Chip!

Chitatz
Chouni
Chudlight
Churchill
Clay
Colin
CookieDough
Coorandilla
CoraDragonheart
Cord
Crisman
Cub
Curry
Danza
Darac Marjal
DarkFox
Daszh
Dawny
Deetwenty
Dekyr
Delph
Dinalo
DnS
Doctor Verum
doly
Dragonesper
DragonPancake
EddyWolfy
Egylon
Elrohyr
Emmacreatures
Eric Coon
F00F
FabbyTizzi
FangzWusky
Fenni
Fenrir
FergieFurTEA20
FFeFox
Fideel
Filixx
FinnOWolf
FlackoWeasel
Fleta
Flex
Flookie
Flopp
Ford

Foxle
Fredrix
Fry
Furexa
Furgale Taylor
Furouco
Furvan
FuzzyFox
Fuzzyphox
Fwewyu
Geo Cyberwolf
Gherni
Glexes
GringoDingo
Gryihm
Haku
Hanabi Inu
Helios Inferno
Hellie
Hiyu
Hozzie
Hydrar
Ice
Ikuo
ImpulseTheFox
Isaac Purrtail
Itro
jackstone
JackyTheRat
Jade Firefly
Jagezki
JakJak
Jaryic
Jimpa_thedragon
Joe Draco
JohnGreenHoof
Joni
Jooni
Jupotter
Jyrki
Kacec
Kadarus
Kader
Kai Tee
Kanosint
Karrn
Kasey
KattJa
Kauri Kakarauri
Kayjay
Kazzador
Keeba
Kerocat

Kiro Fox
Kitune
Klaatu
KooriKitsune
Korok
Kyeema
Laimika
LH
Licantrox
Lieutenant Shiroi
Lightfox
Lightning
LiquidFurry
Liror
LukaLoginska
Luki Saluki
LumenFox
Lupus Woofy
Lutu
Luxen
Luxio Crimson
Lynard
Maario
MAJORpaw
Makeena Greenwolf
Malann
Matt Lion
Melis
MercilessBlackWolf
Midget
Mimpe
Mooie
Moonpaw
Motaro
MuFFinZ
Murvel
nall
Nano
Nanuk Anori
Nera Suncloud
NewEinstein
Nilun
Ninji
Nitra
NooK
Nordre
Noweti
Nyxie wuffy
o’wolf
Oddity
Odelix
Oggie
OkamKamiSama

Oppeola
Oscha
Paddy
Pakyto
Parca
PastelDawg
Pat the Dog
Phasor
Pilosus
Procyon
PupperPunch
Qetesh
QRichy
Quba
Qupva
Ragabash
Raider
RampWuff
Ranek
Raurmar
Raven
ravkal
Reedy
Rena Bastet
Renzo
RepoFox
Resine
Reyna
Rezenfurd
Rezumaru
Rico Hand
Rikuj
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Rimawolf
Robin
Ronya
Ryotsuke
Sakuron
Sapphire
Schnee
Shackles
ShakkiFox
Shinzo
Silicon
Silver Gunn
Skie
Sky
SkyAvenger
Skystar
SkyWind
SlvWolf
Sly Fox
SlyCat
SmileFurTheCamera
Snowspott
Sochi
Space
Spark
Sternchen
Steven The
Rozothian Fox
Swaider
Swanbear
Swiftnote
Talon

Teecho
Tellos
The Frozen Neroj
TheEvilFox
Tiggers
Tilondrion
Timidi
Toanir
tomkandy
Tomkitty
Torvid
Tragger
Tyros
Undig
Vapor
Veb / Yury
Vigfus
vinde
vito
Warius
Wilson Wagson
Witlupus
Woutske
Yamavu
Yappi
Yuho
Zeekra
Zeno
Zid
Zr4g0n

Achievements

What’s on in 2019

Can you find the code? Santa’s little helpers have been hiding codes all around the con, in
the most unexpected places. Just like in previous years, these codes can be entered in the
NordicFuzzCon app. Can you find them all, and be the overachiever of the holiday season?

The Stickers Return!
Collect your favourite stickers to show off your interests and which events you’ve been to. Are you an artist, a
fursuiter, or maybe you love video games? There is a sticker for that! Just like pretty stickers with rainbows or tails or
paws on them? There’s stickers for that too!

Hint: Not all of them are in a physical location. Some might be in printed materials, or even tied
to events. There are also achievements for which you need to visit the convention’s Blipmaster,
a friendly individual who may grant you achievements in return for performing certain Yuletide
related tasks. Be on the lookout for a sign saying Blipmaster and you will find them nearby.

NEW - Collecting Game!

Catch ‘Em All Winter Edition

Collect 9 special stickers to enter the drawing for a grand prize! In your conbag you
will have received a sticker badge, and one of the sides have dedicated space for our
collection game.
To collect all the stickers you will have to attend a couple events of your choosing, find the
secret sticker hidden around the convention, and help out by volunteering or donating to
charity. In addition there are three stickers that can only be received by completing certain
task for the sticker person.
To receive the creative sticker, show the sticker person ONE of the following:
• Show off a themed costume
• Draw something for the sticker person (stick furries are more than fine!)
• Sing a song or read a poem for the sticker person

Volunteer
or charity

Any
event or
meet
sticker

Creative
*

Collected
all the
stickers

FREE
Put your favo
urite
sticker here!

Activity
*

Secret
sticker

Any
event or
meet
sticker

Social
*

*To earn these
three stickers
you have to
find the sticker
person. See con
book for
more info!
If you collect
all 9 stickers, you
can enter a
lottery drawing
to win a com
mission by Joh
is!

COLLECTION

To be the proud owner of the activity sticker, show the sticker person ONE of the following:
• Do a small dance, like Macarena!
• Do 10 jumping jacks OR 10 situps OR 10 pushups
• Throw a ball of paper and hit the target!
To claim the social sticker, show the sticker person ONE of the following:
• Get 5 furries to scribble or draw on a piece of paper and bring it.
Will you be able to find
the secret sticker?
• Make a new friend, tell how you met & share a fun fact about each other!
• Take 5 fun selfies with random furs at the convention!
The sticker person will be available at certain times next to the Blipmaster near the drawing corner.

Everyone’s favorite fursuit hunting game returns once more! Those of you in attendance
during previous years know the drill:
• Find a fursuiter
• Ask politely if you may see their fursuit badge. Remember to be patient and respectful
• Read the code printed on their badge
• Enter the code in the Catch ‘Em All section in the NFC app and obtain your catch!
There are no teams in this new winter edition of the game, so it’s a free-for-all individual competition.
What’s new is that this year you can share elements! Each catch comes with a specific element, said
element can be shared with other players who have caught the same fursuit, with their element being added to your
catch in return. There are four elements in total. What happens when you’ve collected all four elements of a specific
fursuit? Well, that’s for you to try and find out!

The Return of Blip
The moment you’ve all been waiting for has finally arrived! NordicFuzzCon’s unique Blip devices have made it home
for the holidays. Look for the strange black boxes, placed all around the con, and see what happens if you put your
badge on top of them. Who knows what will happen if you blip your under the right conditions? Maybe hidden
achievements lay ahead?
Friendly note: Unlike during previous years, the Blips will not be used to admit attendees to the hotel buffet or events.

Everyone who collects all 9 stickers
will be entered into a lottery, where
we draw one lucky winner who wins
a digital painted bust commission by
Johis!
Johis is a digital artist from Finland,
currently residing in the UK and making
a living doing both commercial and
private freelance illustration work.
She have been into art, especially more
realistic painting, and her favourite
subjects have always been anything to
do with animals and the natural world
(extra points if fluffy!).
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Convention Rules

Medic & Security Teams

Before you run off and have fun at the convention, we ask that you familiarize yourself with the following rules.

Like every year, your friendly neighbourhood medics and security furs are here to make sure you and everyone else
have the best con possible! Here are some friendly reminders on how YOU can make your experience better (and our
job easier):
•
•
•

Show that you have a valid
registration, have your conbadge
visible at all times!

Please respect other attendees and
their privacy. Stop means stop!

Everything shown in public areas
has to fit a general audience.

Remember the 6-2-1 rule: Make sure to get at least 6 hours of sleep (or more), 2 meals, and 1 shower a day!
If you see a fellow congoer who is not feeling well or just sitting by themselves, go up to them and say hi! Ask how
they are doing and if they need help - you never know, you might make a new friend!
And at any time, if you feel bad in any way or think you or someone else needs medical attention, be sure to
contact the nearest medic!

Our medics are always happy to help, give out band-aids, water, isotonic drinks, condoms and HUGS to those in need!
Together with the medic team, the security team will do our best so all of you can have an amazing con! Please do not
ever hesitate to come to us if you have any concerns, big or small - we are here for you.

Ways to Contact Medics and Security
Find their Lanyard
Medic
Smoking is not permitted anywhere
inside the building (including
e-cigarettes).

Remember to drink responsibly!

All weapons, replicas, tools, toys
and mock fights must be approved
by the Chief of Security.

You agree that videos and pictures
taken of you in public can be used
in non-profit publications without
release or compensation.

Photography in the dealers den is
permitted only with the consent of
the dealer.

No fursuiting in the pool area.

Don’t touch the fishy!

You can find the full Rules
of Conduct you agreed to during
registration process on our webpage:
nordicfuzzcon.org/Attending/
Policies
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Consumption of food or drinks
purchased from outside of the hotel
is only permitted in your private
hotel room.

Security

Hotline Number
(Emergencies Only)

Ask a STEW Lead with red
lanyard to radio a team member
Lead

+46 727 08 79 64
DARK GREEN

BLACK

RED
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Fursuit Charades
After Bark (NSFW)
Saturday, 22:00 - 23:30; Congress Hall
OwO What’s this? *notices ur event*

Fursuiting Around NFC
Fursuit Lounge

Fursuit Parade

The Fursuit Lounge is located at the back of the
convention area. This is a fursuiter only area where
you’ll find our drying setup along with most of our
fans. Refreshments and simple drinks will be provided
to ensure everybody is hydrated and not running low
on sugar or salts. There is an auxiliary lounge situated
outside the ballroom, with fans and refreshments.
Unlike the main lounge, this area is open for those
with and without fursuits. Here you can have quick
rest without being separated from your friends.

Friday, 13:00 - 14:00; Infra Gallerian
The parade starts from outside the fursuit lounge and
run inside the building. It may include a short outside
walk and outside group photo, if weather permits.

Fursuit Zoo
Friday, 14:00 - 15:00; Ballroom

Our After Bark Fursuit Charades are your chance
to shout obscenities at fursuiters in a fun and
consensual environment. If we get our way, the room
will be dark so that no one can see you blush, and the
fursuiters will be lit with electroluminescent wire.
Not recommended for the pure of heart or the easily
offended! Photography is prohibited at this event.
Fursuiters, please be aware that you will need to
stay in fursuit continuously for one to two hours and
that there might be close body contact in intimate
places for certain charade phrases. Fursuiters sign
up 60 minutes before the event.

Fursuit Parade Map
Second Floor

Lobby

We also have a fursuit zoo that runs after the parade
which is open to everyone. Fursuiters can blow off
excess energy with various toys and games.

Fursuit Gameshow
Saturday, 14:30 - 15:30; Ballroom
This is where you can watch fursuiters tackle “not so
everyday” challenges. If you’re a fursuiter and want
to give it a go, then stop by 15 minutes early to sign
up. This year our participants must ensure everything
gets prepared for the Yule evening.

Fursuit Malfunction?
No problem! The Fursuit Lounge has a repair station
set up for quick fursuit fixes.

Outdoor

Fursuit Photoshoot
Times will be announced during the con; Infra Gallerian
Head on over for a lasting memory of your fursuiting adventure, be it by yourself or with friends. Bring your
own props or use some of our own to get some memorable pictures and, most importantly, bring a smile. All
pictures taken will be made available online after the convention. Once published, they will be announced
through the official NordicFuzzCon forum and social media accounts.
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Dealers’ Den
Opening Times
Thursday
11:00 - 12:30
13:30 - 17:00

Super Sponsors
General Access

Friday
10:00 - 13:00
14:00 - 17:00

General Access
General Access

Saturday
11:00 - 15:00

1. Con Store
1. jill0r/JILLCOSTUMES
1. MangoIsland
2. Cactheo & PrinceHale
3. Dexikon
4. PacoPanda
5. Emmacreatures
6. Rat & Pup
7. Mlice
8. Kosse
9. Nwar
10. Muura and NORR
11. Schneepardi Creations
12. Alpha_Ki

13. EosFoxx
14. Loihtuja & MacUaine
15. MagFerret
16. Licantrox
17. Alpha Dogs
18. Gatorguts
19. Neotheta
20. Scale & Llew
21. Dire Creatures + LemonJaguar
22. WMW66 Costumes and
Motomo Wahots
23. Jeniak & Berneri
24. Johis & Pyttis
25. Hohtis & Snowyzi

General Access

26. Fleeks
27. Kitty Fluff
28. Haxzure
29. Mindmusic
30. Inuki
31. Black Sticky
32. DragonSew
33. Mystic-Creatures
34. Zelaphas
35. Rezenfurd
36. Qrichy
37. LtShiroi
38. Flacko
39. DeyVarah

Art Show
Came out empty from the Dealers’ Den? Don’t fret, come to the art show where you can find more! Don’t forget, we
also show items where the whole profit go straight to charity!

Thursday
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 17:00

Friday
Sponsor Access
General Access

10:00 - 13:00
14:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
19:00 - 20:30

Saturday
General Access
General Access
Silent Auction
Live Auction
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14:00 - 15:00

Payout
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When you Wish Upon a Black Star
By Joel Fox
2498-12-04 Heavy snowfall today. It’s frozen methane,
not water, somewhat diminishing the urge to go out and
build a snowmouse. One of those small things I’ll always
miss from Earth, I suppose. Even moreso now after the
war, of course. I’ve been keeping busy sifting through the
report from Signal Processing while the hangover abates.
The radio waves are most likely just noise, but no way to
make sure until the receiver is fixed. I tried aligning the
distress beacon towards Saturn, centered right on where
the little black blip should be, but no change in the static
coming back. If it’s a ship, it’s probably not Conglomerate.
Most of them not stationed around Earth left the system
years ago. Might actually be Federal. Most likely though,
it’s just not a craft at all. Still nothing from Tau. I fear the
worst.

Compiled log entries and correspondence of
professor Evelyn Sanchez, Professor of Cosmology
and Commander of Theta Research Station, Pluto,
December 2498
2498-12-02 Whatever it is, it’s been coming closer since
we first found it three days ago. Hard to judge distance
accurately since the second radio telescope started
acting up but, with a dodgy attempt at triangulation,
I’ve put its location somewhere close to Saturn, on
a wide solar orbit slowly but surely approaching us.
Since our radio circuitry started acting up a while ago
(engineering keeps promising to fix it but constantly
down-prioritizes it) I don’t get a clear radio signal from it,
just static. I’ve forwarded the data to Signal Processing
just to make sure, but am not in the mood to get my
hopes up. The strange thing, though, is that I got what
looked like a weak gamma reading from it when I pointed
our radiation sensors (still functional, thankfully) at it.
We might not even have spotted the thing, had it been
directly aligned with the planet relative to us. Would just
have looked like a radiation peak from the surface. No
visible light that we can see. Will keep observing. Still no
response from Tau Ceti, if they can even hear us still.

> Eve, slight situation down here. I guess that wine was a
godsend for the mood around the station, which is also why
everyone gulped it down so damn quickly, and as far as I can
tell it was the last booze on the whole damn base. Ending
the party would mean going straight back to reality, which
is obviously not high on anybody’s list right now. Turns out
that a few of the chemists thought up a solution. For the last
week, they’ve been cranking out every illicit substance under
the sun non-stop. I only noticed now that they seem to have
run out of research chemicals and my meds started to go
missing. So far, I’ve had ten staffers report in with withdrawal
symptoms, and it’s likely just the start of it. I’m giving them
the option of jumping into the freezer ahead of schedule,
not sure what else to do with no dependency meds. /Cyril,
Medical

>Hey professor, we were taking inventory of the last few
supply probes down in loading dock 5 as you requested.
Mostly protein cartridges stacked high, frozen veggies too.
Should get us through the month, but that’s the absolute
limit. Anyway, this one probe had a weird signature, likely
Federation. We couldn’t decrypt the manifesto of course, so
we cautiously broke it open. Can you believe it!?! Chardonnay
bottles, at least two liquid tonnes of the stuff! Must have
been ordered by some Fed bigwig, gotten wrong coordinates
back home somehow. Anyway, me and the guys are inviting
the whole station for a party down at the docks. Who knows,
might be the last few bottles in the universe for all we know.
Sorry, there’s unfortunately no cheese. /Dan, Logistics

> Cyril, this one is on me. I should have expected something
like it. Sorry, but what’s your capacity like at the moment? I
want to issue an order to give all non-essential personnel the
freezer option if possible. Won’t be long before the cabin fever
escalates with the last outlets gone. /Eve

> Evey, it’s…. it’s what Rico would have wanted

other departments as I could yesterday, but the pool
left to choose from were mostly scrawny scientists not
cut out for that kind of pressure. He did twelve hour
shifts for the past four days, no off days. Put about 200
people under. Some were hysterical, begging him to
open his medicine cabinet. Some tried to bargain. A
few even tried to fight him for it. One of the chemists,
an otherwise handsome yellow lab, now with weary
bloodshot eyes, ran straight for the airlock, wanting to
go outside to gather methane snow to make who knows
what substance with. Security wrestled him and literally
dragged him back kicking and screaming to Medical. Cyril
kept working, negotiated, comforted, dried tears, carried
the people who needed it in his strong arms. Except for
that one lab whom he actually had to punch the lights
out of, they eventually all went quietly into their pods.
This included most of engineering, so the radio is likely
to stay broken at this point unless one of the remaining
scientists try their hand at it themselves during a fit of
boredom. There are just about 50 of us still left awake
now, those of us who managed not to turn our bodies
into walking pharmacies. Most of us, like Cyril and me,
simply still had jobs to distract ourselves with. The duties
get less and less by the day, though. Not sure what to
do once they run out. I’ve given up hope on Tau. They’re
a small colony, what could they do for us even if they
survived? The Conglomerate’s first and last land claim
among the stars. At least we got further out than the
Feds ever did, for what little it might be worth.

> don’t you dare to even mention his name
> He would always tell me that he missed us, together.
> Vic stop right now or so help me
> As a family under one roof. He never stopped hoping it
wouldn’t be forever
> Our son is dead, Vic. Just like the rest of our family, just like
the burned out husk that was Earth. What do you hope to do
here, except rip open old wounds?
> Goodbye Eve. I’m so sorry I tried.
Chat ended 2498-12-15 14:32
2498-12-17 The static from the black object actually
increased in amplitude yesterday, right after my exwife finally went to Medical for the freeze. I hear it’s
rougher on birds, something to do with the cold having
permanent degrading effects on their feathers. Cyril
told me she didn’t seem to mind. Wanted to get away
from me I suppose. Can’t really blame her. I keep sending
the same distress call back to the black object, hoping
against hope that it hears me. If it indeed is a Fed ship
though, it wouldn’t have any reason to pick us up anyway.
Old enmities do die hard, especially those from an Earth
which was divided in two, a rift which grew year by year
and eventually split the planet apart. Dr. Everheart finally
took a look at the gamma readings yesterday. She said
that they could potentially match the radiation bursts
from a nuclear pulse propulsion engine. Or those of an
asteroid which just happens to have large pockets of
radium trapped inside. Might explain why its movement
has remained so slow over the past few weeks. Part of my
mind still wants to hope it’s a slow cruiser, though. When
the whole universe has failed you, I suppose a black blip
far away is as good a thing as any to pin your hopes on,
but I honestly don’t know for how much longer I can do it.
Three years have passed since news reached the station
that our civilization had finally killed itself, and I’m only
now giving up. Not a bad track record, I suppose.

> hey, any chance we could talk? /Victoria
> What do you want, Vic? I thought you’d be in the freezer by
now.
> You know I don’t like cryo. Never liked not knowing when I’d
wake up again.
> You must be sitting around bored without papers to push,
then.
> Not bored, just… lonely. Thinking about the old days.

> A bit tight at the moment, but just do it. Keep ‘em coming. /
Cyril

> Dan, you idiot! First of all, we mice don’t all like cheese,
enough with the stereotypes. Secondly, THAT COULD HAVE
BEEN A BOMB! Moot point now I suppose, but DO NOT
EVER VIOLATE PROTOCOL LIKE THAT AGAIN!!!!!!! Even
in our current situation, I will not allow anything to happen
to this base. That said, save me a few bottles. Coming down
now, sick of watching these screens. /Sanchez

Chat ended 2498-12-11 11:06
2498-12-14 If anyone could pull it off, it would be that
old rhino. He tells me he was in the medical corps on
Mars during the first conflict. Flown around in an old
Ibis. That alone would have taken guts, what with their
failure rates. I sent him and his staff as much help from

Chat ended 2498-12-03 23:17
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> Not this again, Vic. We’ve been through this several times.
Last time ended with you calling me a ‘boring stuck-up nerd’,
remember?

2498-12-21 Only ten people still awake at this point. I
tried reading my old books, but failed to see the point.
Tales of a dead world hold nothing interesting anymore.
I actually took a sleepless look at the inside of the
radio. The issue seems to be nothing but oxide on some
of the components. To be more clear, on a ton of the

> I just wish we could try again, you know? Weird time to say
it but I have nothing else to cling to right now
> I left you for a reason, Vic. That reason is as valid now as it
was on Earth.
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components, but nothing I shouldn’t be able to fix myself
with a soldering iron and some time. I have nothing but
the latter now.

> Hailing attempt in response to distress call from Theta
Research Station, iteration 22321
> Hello? Anybody there this time? This is tech officer Grigoriy
Deviatkin of the Eastern Federation commercial vessel
Luoxiao Shan. The captain has asked me to let you know
that we’ve managed to hail Tau Ceti after years of trying. The
interim government knows about your research station and
has granted us asylum, on the condition that we come pick
you up first. We’ll all get to leave this system behind at long
last.

2498-12-22 The static from the object has increased
even more. What does it matter? I’m going under in
two days and no one is likely to read this. I’ll leave the
distress beacon and measuring equipment on, though,
just out of principle. They can run for a few decades
on limited sunlight. Maybe the base’s neural network
eventually figures out what the black object is based on
the readings. Gods, how I wish that I at least managed
that. That my final month at least had some meaning. My
calculations show that it definitely won’t impact Pluto,
though, so that’s a minute relief in the midst of it all.
Cyril and I are the last people awake now. He will put me
under, then himself. That will be it, unless someone ever
finds us.

> Nobody at home? Please respond if you can, otherwise
we’ll see you when we arrive in a year. Just don’t worry. All
will be well. Help is coming.
Chat ended 2498-12-25 20:31

2498-12-23 Well, so much for that. I was woken up
by loud clanging noises and found Cyril wandering the
empty base corridors, weeping like a child and talking to
his wife as though she was still there with him. He had
finally hit his breaking point, throwing any objects he
could into the walls, stumbling around in no direction in
particular. When he saw me, he regained his composure
somewhat and begged me to help him to his pod. On the
way there, he explained the procedure for putting myself
into the freezer. The machines have a simple interface, I
should be fine, he said. Under the circumstances, it was
apparently fine to skip the medical exam. The gigantic
rhinoceros climbed into his pod eagerly, desperately
wanting to get away from this doomed solar system,
doomed universe. I finally put the old war hero to a
restful sleep.
2498-12-24 After Cyril went under, I actually managed
to change the final faulty components of the radio. So
much for that. The radio waves had naturally abated,
and remained absent all through the night. Not sure if
the silence is just temporary. but I refuse to wait around
alone to find out. The mystery will forever be unsolved.
As for me, the time has come. I’ve done the configuration
on the pod, and the cryo engine is booting up now. The
rest is mostly automatic. I basically just have to lie down
and fall asleep forever. If anyone ever reads this, know
that my last wish, my wish on the black radioactive
little star which I’ve stared at for the past month, was
for a small miracle. A new world, a better world, and
redemption for all of us. May the universe eventually
forgive us tiny creatures for what we have done to it
and to each other. With that, this mouse now goes to
embrace the void. Good night, good sleep.
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Events
General
Registration
Tuesday, 10:00 - 18:00
Wednesday, 10:00 - 15:00, 16:30
- 20:00
Event Hall Lobby
The gate to your winter howliday!
You can’t get access to the
convention unless you have
registered first. So please drop by
the friendly faces of registration
team and follow their instructions.

ConOps
Tuesday, 13:00 - 22:00
Wednesday, 09:00 - 01:00
Thursday, 09:00 - 01:00
Friday, 09:00 - 01:00
Saturday, 09:00 - 01:00
Sunday, 09:00 - 01:00
Romeo
Koori, Nordre
In ConOps the nissar are
hard at work to keep Santa
Paws’ workshop running
smoothly, providing help,
fluff and answers to all Yule
needs!

Opening Ceremony
Wednesday, 15:00 - 16:30
Congress Hall
Tinka
Come and join the Grand Opening
Variety Show Extravaganza at
the Main Stage where we start
the convention with a bang! Also
lots of useful information for the
convention we recommend not
missing out on.

Dealers’ Den, Super Sponsors
Thursday, 11:00 - 12:30
Alfa
Sithy, Jill0r
Our Dealers’ Den is open early to
our super sponsors.

Dealers’ Den
Thursday, 13:30 - 17:00
Friday, 10:00 - 13:00
Friday, 14:00 - 17:00
Saturday, 11:00 - 15:00
Alfa
Sithy, Jill0r

Guests

Looking to commission some art or
buy a cool new bit of merchandise to
show all your friends? Forgot your
tail and need a new one? Want to
get a nice furry book to read? Look
no further! The Dealers’ Den has a
varied selection of furry artists and
there’s bound to be something that
catches your eye.

What does the Guest of Honour
like to eat for dessert? Has the
Northern Light ever been outside
the Arctic Circle? Have either of
them ever been on the naughty
list? This is your chance to ask the
questions you’ve always wanted to
ask. Delve into the details as we let
our Guest of Honour pontificate
and let the Northern Light shine.
There will be a short presentation,
followed by a Q&A; during which
they will endeavour to answer your
burning queries and hot topics of the
moment.

Closing Ceremony
Sunday, 13:00 - 14:00
Congress Hall
Tinka
Had enough of the convention?
Come and follow the proceedings
as we make sure to bury it as deep
as where it came from.
Also be prepared
for the Big
Surprise Reveal™
where we basically
tell you we’re
doing this again
next year!

Feedback Session
Sunday, 14:10 - 15:30
Congress Hall
Ethan Staghorn & Nall
What was awesome this year? What
can we do better? Come and share
your thoughts for the convention to
hear! (Or, even better, offer to join
us and show us how things can be
improved.)

Yard Sale
Sunday, 14:00 - 16:00
Event Hall Lobby
Vincent
Buy a piece of the con at the annual
NordicFuzzCon Yard Sale! It starts
right after Closing Ceremony and
can be found by the escalators next
to the 2nd Hotel Entrance.
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Meet our Guests
Wednesday, 17:30 - 18:30
Ballroom
Kéké, Oakspirit, Verdonia, ANicochi

Graphite Techniques by
Oakspirit
Thursday, 12:30 - 14:00
Foxtrot
Oakspirit
When learning to draw with
graphite, knowing the fundamentals
is key. In this workshop our Northern
Light Oakspirit will demonstrate his
techniques to you and perhaps even
share some secrets to show you how
to get into the art of graphite. Bring
your pen and paper with you and get
ready to learn and have fun!

Freelance or Studio Artist?
Making Your Artist Life Right
Friday, 17:00 - 18:30
Papa
Kéké, Verdonia
If you’re a budding artist, have you
ever asked yourself: “Is freelance
or studio work better for me?” The
Guest of Honour will loosen his
tongue and share his experiences as
a studio artist with us. He’s sure to
have good advice: what it’s like being
in the industry, the pros and cons of
the lifestyle, being able to direct a
project and see it through to the end.

These are all topics that he may wish
to talk about, so do join in, if you
wish to glean his wisdom.

How to use Acrylic Inks in Your
Painting
Saturday, 16:00 - 17:30
Foxtrot
Oakspirit
Acrylic Inks are a fun and versatile
way to add color to a completed art
project, or they can be used alone
to create a painting. Our Northern
Light Oakspirit will demonstrate
his acrylic ink techniques with a live
painting workshop where you can
join to ask him questions and paint
along with him.

How to Animate Kéké Style
Saturday, 19:00 - 20:00
Golf
Kéké, Verdonia
Ever wanted to know exactly how
our Guest of Honour works his
magic? He has flair, panache and a
good ol’ Nintendo 3DS with Flipnote
Studio 3D! If you want to learn from
the master, if you’d like to get to grip
with his top tips, bring along your
creative sparkle, your sense of fun
and your own 3DS with Flipnote
Studio 3D installed.
(Please note that whilst we may try
to loan our guests a 3DS, we cannot
guarantee enough for everyone.)

Charity
Meet the Charity
Thursday, 15:00 - 15:45
Ballroom
Arvar
Our charity this year is Svenska
Djurambulansen, and this interactive
show-and-tell is your chance to
meet them and hear the funny, the
sad, the interesting and the moving
stories. They are bringing dogs, an
entire animal ambulance, and the
opportunity to see what it looks
like inside! How will the money we
raise help them, and what can we as
furries do to help animals? Come to
see and listen!

Art Show, Super Sponsors
Thursday, 14:00 - 15:00
Bravo
Super sponsors get an hour early to
admire the art!

Art Show
Thursday, 15:00 - 17:00
Friday, 10:00 - 13:00, 14:00 16:00
Saturday, 14:00 - 15:00, Payout
Bravo
Come to the Art Show to enjoy
various art pieces and bid on those
you’d like to take home on the silent
and live voice auction.

Charity Concert
Friday, 18:00 - 19:30
Ballroom
Vincent
This is the time for
something beautiful,
funny and magical. We
have gathered amazingly
talented musicians to
create a great music
event. Don’t miss this
wonderful moment and
help our charity at the
same time.
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Art Auction
Friday, 16:00-17:00, Silent
Friday, 19:00 - 20:30, Live Voice
Foxtrot, Golf
o kill, Teavari
Going once, going twice, sold!
Welcome to the Art Auction, a place
where you can bid to win exclusive
pieces of arts and craft. From one-off
prints, to fursuits, jewellery and rare
commission slots, there will always
be something to catch your eye.
The process is based on silent
bidding, and those items whose
sheets fill up fast will find themselves
in the live auction. We also show
items where the whole profit goes
straight to charity.

Gingerbread à la Charity
Saturday, 12:00 - 13:30
Ballroom
Lyrra
Are you up for a challenge? Are
you ready to compete in this year’s
tastiest event? If you are, then we
dare you to join The Gingerbread
House Building Competition! There
will be prizes worth fighting for, and
do not forget the delicious fika that
comes afterwards!
If you would like to watch this event,
tickets to this extravagant event can
be bought at the charity booth.

Lottery Draw
Sunday, 11:00 - 12:00
Ballroom
Lyrra and Pinky
Have you bought lottery tickets?
Now it’s time to see if you’ve won!
During the lottery event we will
make a live draw for the pick-aprizes and larger items you might
have seen at our charity booth. We
will also be bringing back the quiz
game from last year. Be there or miss
out!

Doodles for Charity
Sunday, 16:00 - 19:00
Lobby, Event Hall Lobby
Teca

Fursuit Charades
Thursday, 21:00 - 22:30
Congress Hall
Trax & Ethan Staghorn

Fursuit Zoo
Friday, 14:00 - 15:00
Ballroom
Isaac

Missed out on getting furry art? We
got the perfect quick fix for you!
All while helping the charity at the
same time! In the lottery booth
talented furry artists will draw for
you for only 100SEK - some of them
will even draw in fursuit! So come
on down and get rid of your spare
change before leaving - and get some
nice furry art in the process.

Come see this classic parlour game
in a way that puts a whole new twist
in the tail! In our signature fursuit
charades, fursuiters act out words or
phrases without squeaking as much
as a word, while you in the audience
shout wild guesses at the stage. Lots
of laughs!

Come and play with our fursuiters!
There will be an interactive zoo with
toys and play. The event is also part
of the Open House, and will be open
for everybody.

Fursuit
Fursuit Photoshoot
Times will be revealed at NFC
Infra Gallerian
Atkelar
Want your picture taken in a themed
setting and quiet ambience? Then
this is the right place for you! We
have the set and props, it just needs
you and your fursuit. Drop in and see
if there is a line!

Fursuit Parade
Friday, 13:00 - 14:00
Check map in fursuiting (pg 13)
Garma Cyro
A great chance to stretch your legs
and show of your suit. Running
during the convention’s Open
House, so we’ll have plenty of
spectators.The parade starts outside
of the fursuit lounge.

Fursuit Gameshow
Saturday, 14:30 - 15:30
Ballroom
Rattie the rat
Brave the cold winds and snowy
terrain to ensure this will be a
Yuletide to remember. This year our
participants must ensure everything
gets prepared for the evening.
Decorating, packing, collecting and
more. Perhaps even sneaking away
with a fresh cookie or two.

After Bark Charades Sign Up
(NSFW)
Saturday, 21:15 - 22:00
Congress Hall
Ethan Staghorn
Do you want to be one of sex… um,
six fursuiters on stage during our
After Bark Fursuit Charades? Please
come in costume 60 minutes before
the charades start if you wish to
participate, as we need to prepare
the phrases with you.
We will also try to rig your costume
with electroluminescent wire and
run the charades in the dark. (Some
costumes might not be possible
to wrap in wire and therefore
ineligible to participate.) Be aware
that you will need to stay in fursuit
continuously for one to two hours
and that there might be close body
contact in intimate places for certain
charade phrases.

Fursuit Charades After Bark
(NSFW)
Saturday, 22:00 - 23:30
Congress Hall
Trax & Ethan Staghorn

Fursuit Friendly Dance
Wednesday, 21:00 - 03:00
Ballroom
StarFoxCoon

OwO What’s this? *notices ur event*
Our After Bark Fursuit Charades are
your chance to shout obscenities at
fursuiters in a fun and consensual
environment. If we get our way, the
room will be dark so that no one can
see you blush, and the fursuiters will
be lit with electroluminescent wire.
Not recommended for the pure
of heart or the easily offended!
Photography is prohibited at this
event. Fursuiters sign up 60 minutes
before.

Exactly what the name suggests! A
dance with fursuit-friendly music
in a room with a lot of fans so you’ll
be sure to keep that tail moving all
night!

Fursuit Charades Sign Up
Thursday, 20:15 - 21:00
Congress Hall
Ethan Staghorn
Do you want to be on stage and
perform in our fursuit charades?
Of course you do! Come – in full or
partial fursuit – and sign up right
here! Space is limited to 12 suiters.
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Panels
So This is Your First Furry Con?
Wednesday, 16:30 - 17:30
Congress Hall
Ethan Staghorn
Convention? Confused or
confounded? Let furry veteran
Ethan Staghorn advise you on how
to make the most out of your furry
convention! This event is highly
recommended if you haven’t been to
a furry con before and also provides
an opportunity to meet some of your
fellow first-timers.

Dutch Angel Dragon Species
Panel
Wednesday, 20:00 - 21:30
Kilo
Remix
This panel is for everyone who is
interested in the fictional species
called Dutch Angel Dragon.
Whether you are already familiar
with these creatures or not, we
invite you all to come and enjoy
yourself. Meet other members of
this community or simply find out
why they have nothing to do with
the Netherlands. Have fun and get
answers to your questions from an
official species moderator.

How to Hold a Panel
Thursday, 16:20 - 17:30
Papa
Fredrix
Are you nervous to talk in front of
people? Would you like to hold a
panel at NFC, or in other places?
We will talk about things like
how to be prepared, how not to
be scared of the tech, and
everything else you need to
consider when holding your
panel. This panel starts 10
minutes early, because
that is the minimum
time you should be there
beforehand to make sure
everything works.
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A Guide to Furry Filmmaking
(Skits and Convideos)
Thursday, 16:30 - 17:30
Congress Hall
Air
Four experienced video furs will take
you through the entire process of
creating great furry video content.
Learn all the ins and outs of furry
filmmaking with tips and tricks, dos
and don’ts, and practical examples.
You will be a pro in no time!

“Fur in Motion” - Basic Fursuit
Electronics Panel
Thursday, 17:00 - 18:00
Golf
Floere T. Pillowcase
Want to change your expression
at the touch of a button? Want to
wag your tail, twitch your ears, and
unfold your wings? Adding a few
motors to your costume can produce
great effects! While the mechanisms
are the subject of many good online
tutorials, the electrical side is often
handled frighteningly optimistic.
That’s where this panel comes in:
how to drive the motors reliably,
without setting yourself on fire.

American Animation Industry
Q&A
Thursday, 19:00 - 20:30
Papa
PARTYPRAT
Curious about the North American
animation industry? Come hang out
and I’ll talk about the ins and outs
of, the gossip within, and possibly
how to get a job in the animation
industry.

Introduction to HandPuppeteering
Friday, 18:00 - 19:00
Delta
GreenReaper
What could be better than a fursuit?
One that fits on your paw, in your
hand-luggage, and within anyone’s
budget! Learn the basics of walkaround hand-puppetry with Wah,
Lindt and friends. Learn different
types of puppet, taking care of
your friend, creating and playing a
character, props, and more. Bring
your own or try one of the samples!

Gryphonpages - The Panel
Saturday, 12:00 - 13:00
Papa
Fleeks
“Gryphonpages” is an informative
and educational panel about
the canon of mythological bird
creatures, especially gryphons. The
name honors the historical research
of Eclipse Gryphon who is the owner
of Gryphonpages.com.
We’ll tell you things about gryphons
you probably didn’t know before!
Why are Hippogryphs impossible?
Find out why! Also, we’ll do a
“Gryphon collectors show and
tell” - feel free to bring any kind of
gryphon (or other mythological bird)
merchandise, art, or trinkets you
own with you to show them off!

Femdom: Busting Myths
Saturday, 17:00 - 18:00
Papa
Vustex
The speaker will describe the basics
of Female Domination and the ways
it can be practiced. The focus will be
on a list of myths that the speaker
will comprehensively debunk, and
explain what is actually true. After
the presentation, it will become a
general meet & greet where people
can talk about their preferences
and experiences as dommes and
submissives.

Light and Lighting for Visual
Artists
Saturday, 17:00 - 18:30
Golf
NewEinstein
Want to know how light works in
photography, drawings and 3D
rendering? This panels will cover
different types of light, contrast,
highlights, shadows, light placement
and other key concepts.

Holidays Around the World
Saturday, 18:00 - 19:30
Foxtrot
Kascade
Ever wondered how other cultures
celebrate the holidays? Come join
Kascade as he talks you through
the world’s way of celebrating
the most magical time of the year.
Hear stories of English tradition, of
American Patriotism and places far
far further away, as you eat, drink,
and have a merry
time!

Drunk Drawing with Frenzee
Friday, 19:30 - 20:30
Papa
Frenzee!

Furpile and Games
Wednesday, 19:00 - 21:00
Juliet
Bluu & Shackles

Nerf War
Thursday, 13:00 - 16:00
Event Hall Lobby
Lightfox

Meet a Greymuzzle
Bar
Thursday, 13:30 - 14:30
Fredrix

Bring a drink and get ready for a
chaotic game of Pictionary.

Do you wanna lay on a bed of floof?
Do you want to witness a cluster of
suits and maybe some small games
like Twister too? Come join us!

Do you have a beef with your
comrades? Or do you just like to
swing some foam? Then you should
come down and have some fun! Pro
tip: you have more lives in suit! If
you have a blaster, bring it! There
is a limited number of blasters
available to borrow.

For those new to the fandom, who
have not been around for a long
time, this is your chance to hear
how it was 10 or 20 years ago in this
circus they call the furry fandom
from experienced veterans. For
us greymuzzles, this is a chance to
meet the newcomers and help them
understand that we also come here
to meet people and have fun. It is
also a chance for us to hear how it is
to be new and young in the fandom.

Social
Event Holders Meet and Greet
Wednesday, 11:30 - 12:15
Papa
Fredrix
This is a get together for us event
holders and others interested in
organising events at future NFCs. A
chance to mingle and meet the event
crew, so you know who to turn to
when you need anything.

Role Playing Games Meet and
Greet
Wednesday, 17:30 - 19:00
Golf
Zuki
A general meet up for those playing
or just curious about tabletop role
playing games to chat about the
games and learn how they work, or
just relate their favourites. Anyone
is welcome and there will also be
details announced for the games
which are running throughout the
convention, that you can join.

How did I get Here?!
Saturday, 19:00 - 20:00
Delta
Kazie
Hello, I am Kazie, head of NFC IT
2019.
As baffling as it might sound, I am
not a furry, so how did I end up
here?!
So let’s see how I as a non-fur got
here, what enjoyment I find at
conventions, and what friends I
made along the way.
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Eurovision Fans Meet and Greet
Wednesday, 17:30 - 19:00
Delta
Leophan
Eurovision Fans Meet & Greet!
Come and hang out in a Eurovision
bubble with fellow ESC fans.

Cubfur Meet and Greet
Wednesday, 20:00 - 22:00
Foxtrot
Isaac
A meet & greet for cubs, caretakers,
and anyone who is interested. Come
hang out with old and new friends!
We may or may not have cookies.

Vore Meet and Eat
Wednesday, 21:00 - 22:00
Delta
Kanosint
A meet and greet specifically for all
voraphiles in the fandom. There’s
no need to be shy, we’re a very
welcoming bunch, we’d love to add
you to our middl- erm, midst.

Inflatable Fur Meet and Greet
Wednesday, 22:00 - 23:30
Golf
Deetwenty
The inflatable community meet and
greet at NordicFuzzcon 2019 is
the place to meet (and greet) other
fans of inflatable toys and share
information, stories and (some) of
your toys! Expect some squeaky fun
while nerding around with pumps
and vinyl. But remember to leave the
sharp objects in your room and keep
it squeaky clean.

Pokémon Go Meet and Trade
Thursday, 13:00 - 14:00
Papa
Crowfangs
Meet & Greet for Pokémon Go
players to trade, exchange friend
codes or band together for a
legendary raid.

Role Playing Games, GMing
Round Table
Thursday, 14:00 - 16:00
Golf
Zuki
A place for folks interested in
Tabletop Roleplaying Game
Mastering to get together and share
ideas on different ways to run a
game, with advice from expenced
GMs in attendance sharing their
views. Come along and talk
about your favourite games and
adventures.

Steven Universe Meet and Greet
Thursday, 13:30 - 15:00
Delta
FusionBean/Citrine
Enjoy the Crystal Gems, the
Diamonds, and all of Steven
Universe? Come to the meet and
greet where we will talk about the
show, view fan art, and possibly
watch something! If you have any
real life gemstones, synthetic, real or
replica, feel free to bring them, raw,
geode, polished, anything goes!

HAM-fur Meet and Greet +
Radio FoxHunt Contest
Thursday, 14:00 - 14:45
Kilo
Pilosus
Meet up with fellow amateur radio
furs, have a chat or two about what
you do with the hobby. Eventually
we’ll send out a fox carrying a UHF
beacon, and it’s up to us to find its
hiding place! Please bring your own
gear for the contest. A handheld
capable of receiving AM at 433MHz
is highly recommended.

Avian Meet and Greet
Wednesday, 19:00 - 20:30
Papa
Crowfangs
Birds of a feather flock together!
Come hang out (or perch) with your
fellow feathered critters or swoop in
to make new friends.
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Furry Gamedevs Meet and Greet
Thursday, 16:00 - 17:30
Foxtrot
Mog

Fluffy Christmas Theatre
Saturday, 17:00 - 19:00
Congress Hall
Mikesu

Snack Exchange
Friday, 11:30 - 12:30
Event Hall Lobby
Fredrix

Are you an aspiring, current, former
game developer, or gripped with
questions for people in the industry?
Come and mingle with the furs
who make games you love, or the
opposite!

Are you a thespian fursuiter who
dreams of the stage, or are you
someone who wishes to lend your
voice for a performance? This is your
time to shine! The Fluffy Christmas
Theatre brings a bunch of scripts and
tries to enact them with a live studio
audience where the fursuiters act
and the voice actors tell the story.

The snack exchange the place to
test holiday treats from around the
world. A line of tables will allow
people to share what they have
brought, so you can go around,
sample some, and talk.

Trans*Furs Meet and Greet
Thursday, 18:00 - 19:30
Foxtrot
Sithy
A meet & greet for anyone that
is searching or under the trans*
umbrella already. The meet &
greet is a safe space for sharing
experiences and asking questions.
Allies are welcome.

Tails on Stage - Cats and Other
Musicals
Friday, 15:00 - 16:30
Kilo
Gero
Are you a fan of musicals who love
to see the actors dressed up as
animals? Whose heart melts when
you see Cats or The Lion King? Have
you ever cosplayed as characters
from your favourite musical? Can’t
wait to see The Jungle Book? Then
this is the meetup for you! Let’s
bring a tail and talk about some
meowtastic musicals!

Powerpoint Karaoke (talking
fursuits)
Saturday, 13:30 - 14:30
Congress Hall
Yotie Coyote
Improv game! A Trainee prepared
a powerpoint presentation just for
you! But no time to prepare! You
have to get on stage and try to be
as credible as possible while only
discovering the content of the slides
you must talk about yourself! Talking
critters/fursuiters are welcome!

Melodi Grand Prix Viewing
Party
Saturday, 20:30 - 23:00
Delta
Leophan
Come join the fun as 10 Norwegian
artists compete for the right to
represent Norway in the Eurovision
Song Contest at this Melodi Grand
Prix viewing party. Bring a drink and
enjoy the show!

Food
Café Snowglobe
Thursday, 16:00 - 20:00
Friday, 15:00 - 19:00
Saturday, 14:00 - 18:00
Garden
Lyrra, Shackles Shadowblade
Come to the Snowglobe Cafè and
enjoy some fluffy company with our
butlers and maids! We have fika!
We have warm beverages! We even
have our own coffee machine!

Winter Wonder Bar
Thursday, 20:00 - 01:00
Saturday, 20:00 - 01:00
Bar
StarFoxCoon
A lounge winter bar to have some
drinks and make new friends while
listening to some nice music.

Entertainment
NordicFuzzCon RPG Gaming
Track
Wednesday, 19:00 - 23:00
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday
10:00 - 13:00, 14:00 - 18:00,
19:00 - 23:00
India
Zuki
Following the success of the
Dungeons and Dragons game last
year, NordicFuzzCon is expanding
the role playing game track to
include several game systems
and settings. Whether you are
a seasoned roleplayer or just
interested in trying out tabletop role
playing games there is something for
you. The Gaming Team and helpers
will be running a number of sessions
over the period of the convention.
There’ll be games suitable for
anyone, from dungeon delving to
Star Wars space adventure!

Pub Quiz
Wednesday, 19:00 - 20:30
Congress Hall
Kalaallit Amaroq
A classic British/Irish pub quiz, ideal
to make new friends or have fun
with your pre-existing ones! The
participants, grouped into teams,
will try to answer the preposterous
and ridiculous questions of the
evil quizmaster! Who will win the
yummy prizes? Who will be eaten by
the fishes? Come play and you’ll find
out!

Bouncy Castle
Thursday, 12:00 - 00:00
Friday, 13:30 - 00:00
Saturday, 12:00 - 00:00
Sunday, 16:00 - 00:00
Event Hall Lobby
Isaac
Come bounce in our little bouncy
castle! Last year’s event was so
popular, that we decided to bring a
little bounce this year too. Fun for
suiters and non-suiters alike!

Arcade Room
Thursday 14:00 - 00:00
Friday 14:00 - 00:00
Saturday 14:00 - 00:00
Charlie
AoNekoAmaru
Deck the arcade halls with bouts
of glory as you decorate Nakatomi
Plaza with bad guys, snowboard
down the steepest mountains, clear
all the arctic zones and brawl in
the snowiest arenas. Welcome all,
kits and greymuzzles, to this year’s
edition of the arcade room, the
”Toybox”. Experience toys of gaming
past, present and future.

Dalziel’s Live Show (Original
Electronic Music)
Thursday, 19:00 - 20:00
Ballroom
Dalziel
Dalziel brings his live original
electronic music show to NFC for
the first time! From synthwave
to future bass, trance to cheesy
90s dance, there’s something for
everyone to enjoy. Do you enjoy
drifting to eurobeat? Dalziel has
you covered! With his trusty keytar
and aided by live guest singers,
the English dragon promises a
memorable and entertaining show.
Come along and dance, or just sit
and listen - however you want to do
it, just enjoy the show!

Fur-e-oke
Thursday 23:00 - 01:00
Friday 22:30 - 01:00
Congress Hall
Ethan Staghorn, Kelily
Let out your inner animal and
howl/meow/chirp/rawr along to
classic songs of all genres (not just
winter holiday music)! Open for all,
regardless of state of inebriation
and/or lack of singing voice.

Solstice Slaughter (Haunted
House)
Friday, 14:00 - 17:00
Friday, 19:00 - 22:00
Foxtrot, Golf
Crowfangs, Zuki
In the deepest and darkest of winter
all that grows is long dead and one
must sing and dance loud enough to
keep the beasts of frost from one’s
door. But take the wrong turn on
that snowy forest path, leave the
warmth of your house at the wrong
time of night, and your life is forfeit.
We wait for you in the cold dark
corners of the world, we will feast
on your hot blood when you take a
wrong step!
MIDVINTERBLOT! The Lords of the
Solstice shall devour you!
The Haunted House Shall Return.
NordicFuzzCon 2020.
Do not stray from the
path. Winter has come.

The idea for this event was TOTALLY not
stolen from Confuzzled.
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Furries Got Talent
Saturday, 16:30 - 18:00
Ballroom
Pinky, Verdonia, Áslat
It’s that time of year, fur friends,
when the temperature drops but
the heat turns up! There’s snow
business like show business, so we
have rounded up a herd of the most
dazzling array of acts this side of the
Arctic Circle. A snowcase of lights
awaits you inside, so come on in for
an evening with our participants,
who’re going to do their very best
to ensure you leave with a beaming
smile.

Snow Ball
Saturday, 21:00 - 03:00
Ballroom
StarFoxCoon
Dance with heavier music genres
for those who are looking for
alternatives

Dead Dog Dance
Sunday, 21:00 - 03:00
Ballroom
StarFoxCoon
The last party of the convention,
party hard and dance away all the
energy you have left!

Credits

Dealers’ Den

IT

Registration

Special Thanks

Lead: Sithy
Deputy: jill0r
Crew: MangoIsland, Mystifur

Lead: Kazie
Deputy: Joel Fox
Staff: Space
Crew: Apcarnist, Charis, Ikuo, Kauri,
Mickel, Roxee, Striper

Lead: Shadox
Deputy: Aoroo
Check-In team: Flex, Johis, Loke,
Shorty, Sithy, Swedefur, Tenmashi
FuzzBus team: Lightfox, Mickel
Crew: Kascade Panda, Kai Tee

Alpha Ki - Hoodie design
Antanariva - Convention badge design
Axel ”Ruxer” Blomkvist - Audiovisual equipment
Baxxter & Burr - “Winter With You” song
Bloo Roo - Sticker art
Ginger Jangle - Postcards
GoldenDruid - Keycard design
J.C. - Helper gift design
J.C. - Wallet design
Jessey - Video Photography and Editing
Jib Kodi - “Winter With You” animation
Karbik - Annual patch design and art
Karpour - Super-Sponsor gift art and photo trophy design
Lucky Tiger - Bouncy Castle
Motaro - Party bus mixologist
Neotheta - Website art
Okill - Former Art Show Lead
Paco Panda - Lanyard, wristband, and themed social media header design
Snowi - Website art
Taz - T-shirt design
Thabo Meerkat - Technical support for Ceremonies
Truffke - NordicFuzzCon 2019 flyer artwork
You - For your support!

Chairman
Trax (Patrik Fomin)

Board
Clover
Ethan Staghorn
Miles T.F. Baxxter
Pinky
Trax (Patrik Fomin)

Group Leads
Capeh
Pinky
Trax (Patrik Fomin)

Art Show
Lead: Taevari
Crew: CrowFangs, Deetwenty,
Fleeks, Haxzure, Keklily, Tillikum

Events
Lead: Fredrix
Deputy: Sayh
Staff: CrowFangs, Lyrra
Crew: Cruz, Foxelifox, Shackles
Shadowblades, Swiftnote, Twospotz,
Zuki

Ceremonies
Lead: Tinka
Deputy: Phase
Crew: Crillex, Dalziel, Dook, Emphy,
FotofurNL, Mumma, Nimalen,
Nostradamus, Timmy Fox

Charity
Lead: Pinky
Deputy: Wolftale
Staff: Kirino
Crew: Arvar, Iimo, Lyrra, Teca
SOUP: Lexi , Pur3Bolt, Ripster, Robin

Mausie

Lead: Isaac Purrtail
Crew: Intet, Lupus, Nera

Lead: Mausie
Deputy: Mausie
Crew: Mausie

Feedback
Lead: Ethan Staghorn
Crew: Nall

Finance
Lead: Trax (Patrik Fomin)
Crew: Agnes, Áslat

Fursuit Support
Lead: Hassel
Staff: Dax Cyro (Kjetil Engen)
Crew: Áslat, Basil Lion, Dave, Isaac
Purrtail, Mystifur
Fursuit Games: Rattie, Helper:
Raiden

Gaming
Lead: AoNekoAmaru
Deputy: Gaia
Crew: AmyFever, remmy, Zuki
(Robin Poole)

Guest Team
Lead: Pinky
Staff: Verdonia
Crew: ANicochi

Conbook
Lead: Kanda Bear
Crew: Miles T.F. Baxxter

Lead: Lightfox
Crew: Evil Fox, Fenris Wolf, Furgy,
Growl, Hassel, Radjin, Shorty,
Stripey Roo, Ykarra

Experience

A/V Tech
Lead: StarFoxCoon - VACON Design
Crew: Birdy, Hydrar, Pete, SkyFox,
Zid

Logistics

Communications
Lead: Miles T.F. Baxxter
Crew: Hiyu, Kanda Bear, Kascade
Panda, Leophan, Nostradamus,
Phase, Rattie the Rat
What the Fuzz?! team: Kanda Bear,
Kascade Panda, Leophan, Mickel,
Miles T.F. Baxxter, Nostradamus,
Phase, Rexam, Timmy Fox

Medic
Lead: Xan Maus (C. Xan Smith)
Deputy: Mumma
Staff: jokergirl, Pao
Crew: Greenhead, Kensaro, Kiro,
Navoc, Otorium, Rave, Rikuj, Zingo
SOUP: Delu

Security
Lead: Lumo
Deputies: Kalaallit, Rimawolf
Crew: Alt, Chudlight, Cypefox,
FinnOWolf, Flao Fei, Jason, Kobra,
Koltas, Leith, Midget, Miv, Morkai,
Nimalen, Pyttis, Raver Neonlight,
Snowspott, Subius, VVolfsong,
Wimbaloo, Zidwolf
Staff: Flex, Johis, Luki Saluki
Advisor: Clover

Theming
Lead: Lexy
Deputy: Tellos
Staff: Vincent
Crew: Fröken Keke

Venue
Lead: Trax (Patrik Fomin)
Staff: Fredrix, Hassel

Web
Staff: Space
Crew: Trax (Patrik Fomin)
Forum moderation: Miles T.F.
Baxxter

Photo & Video
Lead: Atkelar
Deputy: Emphy
Crew: Air, Akiba, Anuko, Claspo,
Dalziel, Hiyu, Noweti, Tillikum,
Timmy Fox

Follow our social media for things to
expect next year! You can find our
official social media links at
social.nordicfuzzcon.org

Press
HR

Lead: Trax (Patrik Fomin)

Lead: Lumo
Imaginary Deputy: SadFox69

Printing

ConOps

Lead: Tellos
Deputy: Vincent

Lead: Koori
Deputy: Nordre
Staff: Delph, Tahoma
Crew: Atrox, Davuu, Eric Coon,
Ferret
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Artist
Credits
Conbook
Cover
Sophie Cabra
Twitter: @SpainFischer
Pinup
Oakspirit
Twitter: @oaksketches
Page 1, 14, 26, 27, 29, 31
Mindmusic
FurAffinity: mindmusic
Page 1, 18
Paco
Twitter: @panda_paco
Page 5, 16 - 18, 23, 25, 36,
37
Artwah
Twitter: @ArtWah
Page 7
Redfur
FurAffinity:
WeiseWoelFinRedFur
Page 9
Zelaphas
www.zelaphas.com
Page 9
Kerocat
FurAffinity: Kerocat
Page 10 - 15, 28 - 29, 34,
35
Birone
Twitter: @Birone321
Page 12
Lutu
Twitter: @Lutufox
ArcoShep (character)
Twitter: @ArcoShep

Page 15
Fleeks
FurAffinity: Fleeks
Birdy (character)
Twitter: @funkbird76

Christmas Tree Mausie
Mausie with Present
Presents Clip Art
Butler Mausie
Fluffboye

Page 22
MercilessBlackWolf
FurAffinity:
MercilessBlackWolf5

Snowball Fight Pictures
Candycane Clip Art
Coloured Lights Clip Arts
Holly Clip Art
Toilet Clip Art
FlackoWeasel
FurAffinity: flacko

Page 28
Cap
www.tittentiere.de
(NSFW)

Food Consideration Art
FreesTyler
FurAffinity: freestyler

Page 30
Rexam
FurAffinity: ReXam-1

Fursuit Charade Mausie
FusionBean/Citrine
Facebook: emma.
jonsson.1044186

Page 32, 33
Joel Hultqvist Krohn
TheUnhappyCollection.
tumblr.com

Mausie Eating Sandwich
Diploma Clip Art
Blip Sign Clip Art
Gatorguts
Twitter: @gatorguts

Page 35
Joe Draco
Twitter: @The_Joe_Draco

Theming
Party Bus Clip Art
Santa’s Secret Workshop
AsaYuri
FurAffinity: asayuri
AD Fursuit Charades
Bloo Roo
Instagram: thatirishroo

Pointing Mausie Clip Arts
Matzzacre
Twitter: @matzzacre
Mausie on Sled Poster
Mindmusic
FurAffinity: mindmusic
Gray Fox with Santa Hat
WolfMote
FurAffinity: wolfmote

Donation Bag Poster
iimokookie
FurAffinity: iimokookie

Butler Mausie
Reindeer Thumbs Up
PastelDawg
Twitter: @PastelDawg

Santa Trax Poster
Joel the Swedish Dragon
Twitter: @The_Joe_Draco
Think of the Goat Poster
jokergirl
Twitter: @plumologie
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Santa Mausie Cutout
Mag Ferret
Twitter: @magferret

Mausie Holding Coaster
Okashi/Haxzure
FurAffinity: haxzure

Charity Concert Poster
Jenkstar1
FurAffinity: jenkstar1

Maid Café Rollup
Davuu
Twitter: @Davuu

Mausie on Ice
Lyrra
FurAffinity: craftysan

Big Reindeer Cutout
Hohtis
Twitter: @Hohtis

Catch Em All Team Icons
Isaac Purrtail
Twitter: @Tekoronia

Blip Sticker
RPG Poster
Gingerbread Competition
Poster
Cruz
Instagram: cruz.corax

AirDrag Poster
Blip Sticker
Reindeer with Lantern
Mausie on ATV
Snowmanbuilding Mausie
Mausie with Sign
Karbik
FurAffinity: karbik

Welcome Banner Clip Art
Hrgwin
www.pillowfort.io/hrgwin
Maid Café Coaster
Smallblacksticky
Artwork
www.blacksticky.com
Holy fudge, I barely have
enough space to say thank
you to all the artists who
helped conbook & others
with NFC this year!!
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